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NEW MANDATORY SLUHfari a success, captures $568,000
SERVICE PROGRAM J K
FOR FRESHMEN C
by oe lein
core staff

Service requirement
aimed at creating
culture of service
by John
staff

Webb

S

tarting next year, freshmen
will be required to participate
in a few hours of community
service each semester in a new
Freshmen Service Program.
The ultimate goal of the Freshman Service Program, according
to Community Service Program
(CSP) co-coordinator Nick Ehlman, is to increase the number of
students participating in voluntary
service by initiating them into the
program with the hope of creating
a culture at SLUH where service
plays a more prominent role.
“We want (service) to be even
more than just an option,” said
Ehlman. “We want (incoming
freshmen) to take a look at this and
see if this is something (they) want
to be involved in down the road.”
Beginning the week after
Labor Day through the end of the
school year, groups of around six
students and one faculty member
will go to a feeding shelter or a
senior assisted living facility to
volunteer. Each student will participate in one day of service each
semester. Each service session will
be done after school and should
take between two to three hours.
“This is more a discussion
about how do you create a community in which service really is
something that a lot of students
experience,” said Assistant Principal for Mission Jim Linhares,
who also compared the program
to a short retreat.
The program’s food shelter is
scheduled to be Shalom House, an
emergency center for 25 women
that is within walking distance of
SLUH. While the assisted living
facility has not yet been decided
upon, it will most likely be McCormick House, which is also within
walking distance of SLUH.
The plan also calls for students
to reflect on their experiences in
theology classes throughout the
year, but the details of the reflection
haven’t been worked out yet.
“We’re hoping that as a matter
of established practice, the kids that
go on service will be asked to talk
continued on page 7

ashbah, St. Louis U. High’s
annual fundraising auction,
was held last Saturday night in
the Commons. Approximately
700 guests attended the auction, themed “SLUHfari,” which
raked in an estimated net profit of
$568,000 for the school, a record
net profit for the auction.
However, the net profit is still
only an estimate, said President
David Laughlin, and is subject to
change slightly over the course
of the rest of the year as final expense costs are tabulated. SLUH
grossed approximately $665,000

from Cashbah, and the net profit
will be determined by subtracting expenses. The proceeds from
Cashbah, according to Laughlin,
will be injected into the school’s
general fund.
Previously, the largest net
profit from a Cashbah was in 2009,
when the auction netted $560,000.
If the final total from this year does
not surpass that number, creating
a new record, it certainly will fall
close to it.
“Over the course of the next
couple of months, we’ll continue
to finalize expenses,” said Laughlin. “But (this year) was certainly
among the top.”
GRAPHIC BY PATRICK O’LEARY
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President David Laughlin, flanked by his wife and a Cashbah reveler, enjoy the wonders
of SLUHfari.

The highest selling item of
the night was a trip to Italy and a
weeklong stay in a Tuscan villa,
which sold for $4,400. Other top
items were a St. Louis Cardinals
luxury box for 30 people, which
went for $4,100, and a trip to Las
Vegas, which sold for $3,600. One
indicator of the high demand that
evening, was that the Las Vegas
trip, and many other items on the
auction block were doubled—

meaning that two or more of a
given item were made available to
bidders when it seemed like there
was enough interest in the item to
sell for two.
Especially successful this year
was the Fund-A-Need program,
which raised $125,000 for the
Commons renovation, a notable
increase from the $70,000 raised
last year for the Scholarship fund.
continued on page 7

Dauphin Players debut NHS inducts new members
in revamped ceremony
one-act plays, improv
M
C
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The cast of Tinkle Time is ready for tonight’s debut performance in the Joseph Schulte
Theater.

by Zach
staff

Rauschenbach

T

he St. Louis U. High Dauphin
Players are set to put on three
one-act performances this Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. The three
performances are Dane Coen’s
Tinkle Time, an improvisational
spoof on the popular comedy
“Whose Line is it Anyway,” and
James Ryan’s Iron Tommy.
The first act will be the play
Tinkle Time which is a story about
the president of the United States,
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played by senior Patrick Smith, and
his inability to control his bladder.
“My character always seems
to have everything under control,
but really, through this bathroom
debacle, we see the president’s true
colors,” said Smith.
Coen’s play is a satirical comedy which was originally written
with former president Ronald
Reagan in mind. However, the
U. High’s performance will not
evoke Reagan specifically; rather,
continued on page 7

he National Honor Society
(NHS) chapter at St. Louis U.
High inducted 104 new members
into its ranks in a ceremony Tuesday night. Several changes were
made to the ceremony’s format,
including moving it to the spring
instead of the following fall, and
holding it in the Commons. In
addition, the NHS is preparing
to alter its service requirements
to narrow the types of work that
are accepted.
Seventeen current juniors and
87 sophomores were inducted in
Tuesday’s ceremony. Their names
and their extracurricular activities
were announced as they received
certificates from principal John
Moran and NHS moderator Kathy
Chott. In addition, six juniors were
installed as NHS officers for the
upcoming school year.
NHS seeks to recognize scholarship, leadership, character, and
service in its members. In SLUH’s
chapter of the organization, a
3.6 GPA, participation in three
activities, no major disciplinary
incidents, and 32 hours of service
per year (20 for sophomores) are
required to be a member.

The newly-inducted members
will have to complete their service
under new requirements, which
are intended to focus service on
those in need. While all service for
non-family members is currently
accepted, next year students will
be able to submit service only at
agencies pre-approved by the NHS
Faculty Council. Agencies served
through SLUH’s CSP programs
will all be acceptable. NHS is
currently accepting suggestions
for agencies to consider approving
and will publish the complete list
in May.
“I’m always impressed with
the membership forms that come
in,” said Chott of the group of inductees. “I’m looking forward to
the service that they’re going to be
performing for those in need, and
knowing that we have this large
group of young men who have been
inspired ... to perform this kind of
service.”
Senior Bobby Lux, an NHS
member, was the guest speaker at
the event. Claiming that service
was the most important mark of
distinction for NHS members at
SLUH, he challenged the inductees
to make service to others a priority
continued on page 7
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Film Review: Gunn’s Super superb
Super breaks the superhero mold, sailing
beyond cliches and easy conclusions to
create something new. Page 2

Commentary: We’re missing out
Attendance at spring sports has dropped off.
We can’t overlook our teams: they always
need the support of their fans. Page 3

Ultimate faces tough competition
SLUH played defending State champ DeSmet and runner-up Priory over the weekend.
losing to DeSmet and beating Priory. Page 5

ACSA meets for final time
The ACSA held their final meeting of the
year Monday, discussing study space, student
stress, and a potential garden. Page 2

Letter to the Editors
Too many newspapers on the floor: are
students being careless, or should we print
fewer copies? Page 3

Baseball stays perfect
SLUH downed McCluer and prospect Lance
Jeffries in blowout fashion. They now look
toward the upcoming Vianney game. Page 4
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Final ACSA discusses student stress, community garden
by Nick Fandos
editor in chief

I

n its final meeting of the 2010’11 school year, the Advisory
Committee for Student Affairs
(ACSA) gathered Monday in the
library to discuss group study
space and student stress. A large
portion of the meeting was also set
aside for faculty to present possible plans for a community garden and gather student feedback.
The committee—comprised
of students, faculty, and parents—
meets three times a year to discuss
school policy and student life,
though it does not actively set or
alter policy. In previous meetings
this year, its committee members
discussed co-curricular involvement, perceptions of St. Louis U.
High and its students, cheating, and
bullying. The balance of these discussions helps Assistant Principal
for Student Life Brock Kesterson
shape future disciplinary policy or
initiatives within the school.
The discussion topics at
Monday’s meeting deviated little
from those discussed earlier this
year until the community garden
presentation.
Following an appreciation
dinner beforehand and a brief ac-

knowledgment of future debates on
SLUH cell phone policy, the meeting opened with a discussion about
group study locations. According to
Kesterson, since the closing of the
library conference room earlier this
year to make way for the Confucius
Classroom, students have raised
questions about where they are to
study in groups after school.
The library is a quiet study
space and classrooms and the
cafeteria are locked after school,
students explained, leaving them
without an alternative space to
study with friends or work on group
projects.
Senior Tim McCoy suggested
that the North American Martyrs
Chapel could serve as a group
space. Senior Will Brennan proposed opening the largely vacant
215C after school to allow groups
to study there.
The conversation quickly
changed to the library’s hours and
accessibility to students. Janet
Webb, a sophomore parent, expressed concern that the library is
often closed most of the day during
exam weeks when students need it
most.
“If you can’t get somebody
after school, this would be a great

partially used lower field outside
the Danis Filed House. Though still
in early planning stages, Lodholz,
Anderson, and history teacher
Tom Zinselmeyer are beginning
to present to various school groups
to gain the necessary feedback to
develop a specific plan. Monday’s
presentation to the ACSA was the
first made to students thus far.
“We’re sort of in the gathering phase,” explained Lodholz
Monday night.
The project’s intent is fairly
clearly defined, though. Lodholz
explained the goal is develop an
outdoor example of curriculum that
could bring the SLUH, and perhaps neighborhood, communities
together in new ways to grow, produce, and study food and botany.
Lodholz said there has been much
interest in the garden idea, and accordingly many other propositions
for the space, including a rain garden, meditation or prayer garden,
an outdoor classroom, a practical
vegetable garden, and a memorial
garden, to name a few.
“We’re trying to pull together a
lot of ideas right now, said Lodholz
of the varying ideas.
There is no timetable for the
project yet, and funding remains

place for them to stay and study,”
Webb said.
Mary Zabriskie, mother of
senior Pat Hart, questioned if the
library could not be doing more for
students, citing collegiate libraries like Washington University
that cater to students during exam
week with food and stress-relieving
activities.
“If students are studying the
most (during exam weeks) isn’t that
the time the place should come alive
and support them?” said Zabriskie.
Zabriskie also raised the issue
of whether or not a silent library is
the best way to serve students and
facilitate studying in an increasingly wired and multi-media education system. Most students agreed
that the library should consider
catering more to non-silent studiers
and create a smaller space for those
who need complete silence.
The meeting shifted gears
as history teacher Anne Marie
Lodholz and science teacher
Bill Anderson presented a rough
proposal for a SLUH community
garden.
The proposal, entitled “Sowing Seeds for Justice,” is an attempt
by various faculty to build an interdisciplinary garden on the only

Question & Answer

uncertain, according to Lodholz.
After the presentation, Lodholz
and Anderson distributed a brief
survey to committee members and
fielded comments.
Most reaction to the presentation focused on the feasibility of
bringing food grown in the garden
into the cafeteria and specific features of the garden.
The meeting concluded with a
discussion on student stress. Kesterson was specifically interested
in what the school could do to help
students deal with stress.
Though they acknowledged
that stress is a given at SLUH, many
students suggested teachers could
do a better job communicating
with each other to better balance
students’ workloads.
Theology teacher Allen Boedeker explained that SLUH once
had a universal test calendar for
teachers to access and coordinate
with, but it was never used with
much success.
The conversation shifted to
how students might better handle
their own workloads. Zabriskie
suggested that underclassmen,
particularly freshmen and sophomores, don’t really know how to
continued on page 7

Film Review

Gunn, ’84, discusses SLUH, new film Super defies genres, creates
PHOTO BY TED WIGHT

Filmmaker James Gunn’s new
movie Super premieres Friday
night at the Tivoli in Universtiy
City. Gunn, ’84, stopped by SLUH
Thursday afternoon to speak with
film students about filmmaking
and his new movie. Film critic
Michael Blair spoke with Gunn
after the event.
Michael Blair: What kinds of
movies were you watching while
you were at SLUH?
James Gunn: I watched a lot of
horror films. I was a big fan of
John Carpenter. I was a big fan
of David Cronenberg, big fan of
Martin Scorcese and Francis Ford
Coppola, always. I think when I
was here at SLUH, I was really
getting into, you know, a lot of cult
underground horror filmmaking as
well as, you know, sort of the basic
classics of film.
MB: Can you trace that interest in
film to any classes you were taking
at SLUH or anything you were doing here while you were a student?
JG: Yes. Absolutely. When I came
to school here there was a group of
guys—we’d come to call ourselves
The Splicers later—but it was a
bunch of students that all made
movies. I started making movies
in grade school, but I didn’t know
anyone else who made movies, and
then I came here and in, like, my
first week of school I met this guy
named Tim Gallagher, who was one
of my best friends, who still is one
of my best friends, and he made
movies. And we found a bunch of
other kids: Chris Curtis, Bill Boll,
George Hickenlooper. They were
all in different classes at SLUH
and we became good friends, and
made movies together.
MB: What’s been the best thing
you’ve read, watched, listened to,

someting new and heroic
by Michael
film critic

“

James Gunn speaks to film students after school Thursday.

and ate in the last week?
JG: Read, watched, listened to, and
ate. Well, I ate Imo’s Pizza today so
that’s the best thing I’ve eaten all
week. I’ve been listening a lot the
28 Days Later soundtrack, which
I think is great. The best thing I’ve
read is probably a comic book.
Yeah, Brubaker’s Daredevil series.
Watched: Mildred Pierce.
MB: Have you, by any chance, read
John Updike’s short story “A&P?”
JG: Um … yeah, I have. I read
it here.
MB: Comic or ironic?
JG: Oh boy, dude. I cannot remember. I really can’t remember.
Believe it or not, everything you
read here you’re going to forget
within three years. [laughing] Tell
your English teachers that. No …
I can’t remember. What do you
think it is?
MB: I think it’s comic, but I think
you can read it either way.
JG: I’d go with what you say.
MB: Okay. You were talking earlier
about the spiritual aspect of Super,
which pops up very humorously in
the movie with the character of the

Holy Avenger, but also very seriously and, I think, personally. Do
you think you can tie this back to
anything you learned at SLUH or
through Jesuit education?
JG: Well, definitely at SLUH that’s
a big part of our education here,
so it’s not a surprise that that’s a
part of my life and it informs my
every day because of my time
here at SLUH. And it’s part of the
films I make, and so I have a very
different way of looking at it than
most people but it’s still there. You
know, I like to find the beautiful
within the big mass of ugly, and
that’s definitely influenced by my
time here at SLUH.
MB: And how do you think all of
that shows up in Super?
JG: Well, I think the fact that it’s
a conversation at all. And so the
fact that you have this movie, you
know, that is a violent and crazy
cult film but that, in one respect,
its primary topic is: who is God to
each of us individually? And that
is something that is a conversation
that started here years ago for me
at SLUH.

P

Blair

eople look stupid when they
cry,” cries Frank D’Arbo
(Rainn Wilson), and so begins
SLUH grad (’84) James Gunn’s
newest film, Super. D’Arbo’s just
lost his wife, Sarah (Liv Tyler),
to a maniacal, schmucky drug
dealer named Jacques (played
delectably by Kevin Bacon). In
a great scene, Jacques comes
by the house looking for Sarah,
and proceeds to bum some fresh
eggs—that weird brown kind—off
of Frank before he can slimily steal
his girl. Later, when Frank reports
that his wife’s left him to a local
detective, he produces a photo of
Jacques that he’s labeled “Jock”
with homemade sharpie marks.
It’s this knack for quick-witted
jabs and attention to detail that make
Gunn’s Super constantly surprising
and fun to watch. Just as Frank
himself morphs into the wrenchcarrying superhero “The Crimson
Bolt,” the film keeps reinventing
itself—with new twists of expectation, new off-kilter one-liners, new
kinds of emotional honesty. Very
quickly into the movie—probably
somewhere around the middle of
the animated opening sequence,
set to a power-punk score “calling
all destroyers”—you start saying
to yourself, ‘‘Man, I’m seeing
something entirely new, something
I’ve never seen before.” It’s quite a
feeling to have at a new film these
days, especially when genres seem
as inelastic as brand new slacks.
Even most independent films (Super was completely independently
financed, and made for under $2
million), fit an immoveable genre
of familiar tales, writing styles,
methods, etc. Gunn’s own writing
voice—sometimes sensational,
sometimes subtle, and always

shockingly honest—is brimming
with the clarity of originality.
Soon, though, you start to
realize that this stuff isn’t so
original exactly, that you’ve seen
these things before in every other
superhero film in which you’ve
ever seen the lonely guy looking
for attention. The scene where the
lonely guy goes looking for a pet
to comfort him and, later, when
the lonely guy aimlessly channel
surfs. The part of the film when
the lonely guy decides to go fight
crime by himself, and when he,
later, decides he needs a side-kick,
here played explosively by Ellen
Page.
All these things are generic
things—cutaway expectations for
a certain type of movie. Where
Gunn has his fun is in his constant
subversion of these conventions—
the pet is a strange-looking rabbit,
the TV shows include an All-Jesus
Christian superhero series, the
crime fighting is done gorily with
a wrench and completed with The
Crimson Bolt peeling away in his
beat-up station wagon.
This is also where the film
bears a lot of comedic and generic resemblance to Gunn’s last
film and directorial debut, Slither
(2006). But while Slither is most
concerned with subverting and
paying homage to the horror genre
at large, Super is more interested
in weighing things against another
marker: reality. Slither’s characters
and genres roam around in their
constructed movie world with ease
and perfect comedic timing, but, by
contrast, Super is often messy and
uncertain and dark. Rainn Wilson
plays Frank D’Arbo with incredible
emotion—the jokes seem to come
casually out of the character’s mind
more than the script’s page. And so
continued on page 3
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Our teams need us too much to forget about spring sports
by Eric Mueth
assistant sports editor

Upon hearing about all of the great successes
spring sports teams have had so far, I realized that I really hadn’t attended a big-time
game yet. I’m sure I’m not the only SLUH
student that feels like this because I know
for a fact that, for example, only ten or so
guys attended the huge SLUH vs. DeSmet
volleyball game a few weeks back. The same
story of lack of attendance seems apparent
for baseball and lacrosse—the other big
sports of the spring.
A few weeks back, I reported on a baseball game, only to count about three students
in attendance. When the game was over, I
didn’t stay for the lacrosse game against
Rockhurst across the campus because of the
cold, and I only counted about 15 students
in the crowd. Granted those were Tuesday
night games, but I still think the same holds
true for weekend games.
In the fall, students pack early season
football games and playoff soccer games.

In the winter, we show up in large numbers
to almost every hockey game and big home
basketball games against conference foes.
Some of these games may be during the
week, but we still go (i.e. playoff soccer vs.
CBC). So why do we not attend spring sports
like we do with other sports the rest of the
year? Some reasons may be loads of school
work, or the fact that
hundreds of students
participate in one of
the ten spring sports so
they don’t have time to
attend other games.
These are reasonable answers, but I
don’t think they account for the drop-off
in attendance that happens every year. For
me, I can’t say that I have attended a full
game for any spring sport (other than the
ones I have played), and this is a problem
that I think other people run into as well.
I think the most viable answers to my

So why do we not
attend spring sports
like we do with other sports the rest of
the year?

Super defies genres

(from 2)
Super is more real, and, because of this, feels
very personal, very intimate and honest.
Even Ellen Page’s character is fused
with realness and sensitivity. Sure, she’s a
crack-up in her wild, potty-mouthed youthful ambition as she pulls out some looseleaf
paper to read aloud her potential side-kick
names: she prefers “The Creeping Bam”;
the two end up choosing, affectionately,
“Boltie.” But she’s also wildly disturbing in
her quickness to a sadistic kind of violence,
her chuckle soaring as she drives a car into a
man’s legs. Still, too, in her strange relationship with Frank/The Crimson Bolt, she is
tender, uncertain, mild. In a stunning scene,
just after the pair’s first crime fighting spree
as a duo, Page’s character asks Frank what
happens after all the fighting stops. This is
the stuff that happens between the panels,
Frank says. Of course, Boltie wants to kiss
The Crimson Bolt between those panels.
It’d be their little secret.
But what also happens between the
panels are moments of extreme emotional
intensity—Frank’s reluctance to buy the
rabbit to comfort himself (“I better not,”
he says from a well of sorrow, “cause if I
screw it up… .”); Frank’s crying prayers to
God where he asks why he’s such a lonely
failure; his vivid memories of his wife,
Sarah, and a conversation they had, where
Frank proclaims that “happiness is overrated. Happy people are kind of arrogant.”
Super could have easily devolved into a film
where a guy beats the daylights out of people
with a wrench, while The Clash plays in the
background and moody tracking shots fill
the frame with stylized importance. But it’s
not. It’s pushing at something darker and
deeper, and thus something much harder to
pull off.
Gunn pulls it off. In part, because around
all the humor and emotion and quirkiness,
there is an exceptionally crafted narrative and
structure. He comes out of the screenwriting
school where you never show something in
the first act that you won’t need in the third.
This technique is breathtaking at times, when
minor details from the beginning of the film
pay off in big ways at the end. Other moments are frustrating in Gunn’s insistence
on adhering to conventional structures, if
only just to mess with them. By the shootout

question, though, are that we are simply
tired of driving to the games or that this year
has been disappointing for most sports. We
have had a tough sports year, aside from
racquetball. Soccer fell short, hockey lost a
heartbreaker, XC was upset, and so on.
What we have to root for though, is not
State titles. We are rooting for the players,
our classmates, and the
teams to play the best
they can and represent
the school the best they
can. So yes, it does matter that we show up at
middle of the season
contests, not just go
when everyone goes to
the finals or semis.
This may sound a little too rah-rah, and I
agree. But what I really want is to challenge
the student body to make an effort to go out
and support the spring sports. Go to the big
games against rivals, have fun cheering and
nagging the other team. Remember how

scene at Jacques’ drug compound, I started
to wonder if I was watching Pineapple Express or not. Still, I greatly admire Gunn’s
discipline and construction—not a word in
his script is wasted.
This method is extremely important for
a movie like Super, which balances so many
things at once. It’s about big things—good
vs. evil, sure, but also what constitutes good
vs. evil. Good or evil on whose terms? In one
scene, God comes down and rips open Frank’s
brain to insert his finger upon it, to tell Frank
he is a “chosen” one. Later, Frank sees the
image of his wife form in the chunks of his
vomit in the toilet—a kind of immaculate
regurgitation. In these scenes, I can’t help
but wonder if all this divine inspiration has
its roots in the theology classes a young,
impressionable James Gunn must have taken
in the J-Wing way back when.
But we’re never quite sure whether or not
to trust these big, flashy things or not—there’s
the persistent air of nuance about them. Because of this, Super is constantly balancing
the obvious—the comic background stencils
of “Ka-Pow” and “Bam” when The Crimson
Bolt and Boltie take down their targets—with
the subtle—the emotional depth of these
characters. The question we keep asking is:
why are they doing what they are doing?
By the end of the film, Frank is back
home on his bed. And he’s crying again,
just like he was at the very beginning. But
this time the tears are more measured, softer,
and kind of beautiful in a way. They pour out
while he looks around at a whole wall full
of homemade cartoons. And perhaps we’re
crying with him here. By the end of Super,
Gunn’s made us weep over comics.
*		
*
*
Super premieres tonight at the Tivoli,
where James Gunn will be attendance to
introduce the film and answer questions
afterward. After that, it will run for about
a week in Saint Louis, still at the Tivoli. I
really can’t recommend it highly enough to
any and every SLUH student. For one, to
support one of us whose made a movie his
own way in a business in which that’s very
hard to do. And two, if nothing else, to see a
very good movie where it should be seen—on
the big screen, with some friends.

“Terror is nothing else than swift, severe, indomitable
justice. It flows then, from virtue.”
-Maximillian Robespierre

the fall and winter were and realize that the
spring is just as good, if not better.
Even though we want to go to support
the players, we also do have a pretty good
shot at a State title in multiple sports. Our
baseball team is undefeated and looking
great, and the lacrosse team is contending
for another state title with a very talented
team. Our volleyball team is ranked No. 25
on ESPNrise.com. Rugby is looking good,
as they will contend for a title and water
polo is playing with complete dominance.
That’s just half of the sports, and they all
have chances to win, but more importantly,
thus far, they are really representing SLUH
well because of the hard work they put in
during the offseason and since the beginning
of the season.
So come check out spring sports. The
weather has been great and so has the level
of play. Come out to back up our teams and
at least show that we do care, because we
owe it to our fellow Jr. Bills.

Letter to the Editors

How do we respect the Prep
News and the environment?
To the Editors:
I’m a big fan of the Prep News, and one
of the best feelings I get each week is seeing
a fresh, crisp, hot-off-the-presses edition of
the PN handed to me in homeroom. But the
inner cynic in me must ask the question: Does
it bother me that, to much of the student
body, the Prep News is a nice distraction
and something to look at Friday morning,
but after that it becomes just extra paper
floating around the hallways to eventually
fill our recycle bins (or, God forbid, our
trash cans)? I know this is largely not true;
many SLUH students and teachers I know
read the newspaper carefully and are aided
and enlightened by the content therein.
And I know that the newspaper’s sphere of
influence is not contained by the physical
boundaries of SLUH; many alumni, families,
and friends of SLUH read the newspaper on
the Internet or by the e-mail.
But the image of ten or so newspapers
scattered about the floor of my last period
class on Friday cannot be shaken from my
conscience. As I pick up a discarded Prep
News to bring home to my parents (I usually
lose mine by activity period). I think about
the amount of paper that goes into each
copy of each edition, the ink used to print
the paper, the costs of said ink and paper. I
think about the number of people who actually read the paper, those papers that are
wasted, the maintenance staff whose job it is
to clean up after our laziness and our waste,
but mostly I think of the hard work that is
put into each issue. The amount of paper
used to make a copy for each student (and
dozens left over) is staggering, and it is sad
to think that much of that paper is wasted
when it could have been saved for later, and
fewer trees might have been sacrificed. Let’s
not make the environment bear the weight
of our laziness and indifference!
I am often around the Prep News office Thursday evenings when the staff and
editors lay out the newspaper, and all their
hard work and dedication week by week is
worthy of more than a gloss-over in homeroom. What we have here, evidenced by the
sheer amount of papers scattered about the
U-High after each Friday morning, is either
a certain level of ignorance and/or disrespect
from the student body about their newspaper, or a grand waste of paper on the Prep
News business side of things. I’m not sure
which one it is, or if it is a combination of
the two, but I think the Prep News deserves

-Editors: Nick Fandos, Conor Gearin, Patrick O’Leary, Mike Lumetta, Eric Mueth-

more respect and some measures should be
made to prevent waste of the newspaper.
An ideal situation, in my opinion,
involves an elimination of the homeroom
deliveries, and anyone who wants to really read the Prep News should come by a
designated area to receive a newspaper. The
paper’s staff could take a measurement of
how many papers are taken (after publicizing
the systematic switch the week before) and
then print only a few dozen more than are take
that Friday, thereby cutting down on the 1,200
copies that are made each week. Or, to take
a more cautious and calculated path, a survey (you know,
a world-famous
Prep News survey) should be
taken to find out
who really reads
and then print
as many as the
survey dictates.
I don’t
think that the
P re p N e w s ,
an intellectual
organization,
consciously
wastes paper on
a grand scale
every Friday,
but I do know
that many of the
school newspapers I see draped
about the school
go largely unread and overlooked. Whether this means
that the Prep
News should cut
down on the papers it prints, or that each
student should take better care of the copy
he receives doesn’t matter; either one is
preferable to the indifference many SLUH
students show towards the Prep News after
8:01 Friday morning and the waste that is
a direct result thereof. I’m sorry to have
to bring this up, but I care about the Prep
News and the environment a lot, and this is
a matter that I think SLUH should address as
a Jesuit school and a standard for academic
excellence in the St. Louis community.

Whether
this means
that the Prep
News should
cut down on
the papers
it prints, or
that each
student
should take
better care
of the copy
he receives
doesn’t matter.

-Gregory Fister, ’12
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Baseball, Water Polo remain Unbeaten

Strong all-around performances lead baseball past McCluer, Chaminade
by Jack
staff

Witthaus

A

camera crew was on hand before Friday’s St. Louis U. High (10-0, 1-0)
vs. McCluer (4-12) contest to spotlight the
Comets’ phenom senior outfielder Lance
Jeffries. Jeffries, hitting a .464 avg. with 5
HRs and 20 RBIs, stood politely smiling
behind the bleachers in the warm sun while
SLUH starter sophomore Brian Howard sat
in the dark dugout, waiting for his turn to
take on the outfielder.
“He is a really talented baseball player,”
head coach Steve Nicollerat said. “He’s one
of the higher profile players in the area.”
Howard got off to a rocky start against
Jeffries and McCluer, allowing a two-bagger
to Jeffries and another double to shortstop
Jermaine Richmond to put McCluer on the
board quickly in the first inning.
However, under the tutelage of former
SLUH pitcher and current SLUH pitching
coach and wiffle ball whiz Rico Bertucci,
Howard began to calm down.
“He’s been helping me a lot,” Howard
said of Bertucci. “Kind of like my mentor …
(To calm me down) he just tells me whatever
I just did wasn’t as bad as I think it was.”
Howard later got Jeffries to pop out and,
in the sixth inning, caught Jeffries looking

for a strikeout.
“He’s a projected a fifth or sixth round
draft pick in the major league baseball draft,”
Howard said. “Striking him out on three
straight curve balls was pretty exciting.”
Along with Jeffries, the entire McCluer
team folded, only managing three hits over
the next six innings. Howard dropped a goose
egg for five straight frames, and improved
to 3-0 with a 1.27 ERA and 16 Ks on the
season. Senior closer Brett Weber, in his first
appearance of the year, grilled the Comets in
the seventh, striking out two and allowing
only one hit. Of course, the victory wasn’t
complete without a dramatic “Say Hey Kid”
catch by sophomore centerfielder Joe Rund.
So far, SLUH has allowed an average of
2.1 runs a game thanks to strong defense and
pitching, a hallmark of Nicollerat’s teams.
“We’ve got a lot of good things going,”
Nicollerat said. “The game starts with pitching and then it goes to defense. Those are
big things, and I think we’ve been able to
do those very well.”
For the ninth time this year, SLUH’s offense clicked. And for the sixth time, SLUH
scored at least ten runs. Both junior Mitch
Klug, who is bating .348 with four doubles
and eight RBIs, and senior Mark Jascowiak
went two for three, driving in four runs and

knocking in three RBIs between them. Klug
nabbed two bases and currently has stolen
14 on the year, good enough for fifth place
in the metro area, ironically behind Jeffries.
After beating McCluer 10-1, SLUH
traveled east along Highway 64 on Wednesday and then, in SLUH’s first MCC contest,
pulled the hood over Chaminade, 14-2.
The trouble for Chaminade began in
the top of the second. Down 1-0, senior ace
Ian Miller encountered elbow trouble after
throwing a wide and outside fastball to junior
Andrew Pitts.
“Right at my release point, I felt a tinge,
and I realized that wasn’t a good sign,” Miller
said. “I know it’s an elbow injury, but I don’t
have any clear details yet.”
With Miller down, junior Jordan Royal
took the hill, and the SLUH bats erupted.
Royal and a bevy of Chaminade pitchers
surrendered 13 more runs, while the Red
Devil offense only mustered two.
“I think (SLUH) hit pretty well,” Miller
said. “But, we just weren’t playing very
good defense. We more lost the game than
they won it. We just didn’t come out with
the right mindset.”
Behind the SLUH offense, the pitching
staff performed admirably. Senior Sasha
Kuebel, 3-0 with a 1.11 ERA and 27 Ks, got

the early day off after pitching two innings
and surrendering only a run. A strong SLUH
pitching staff then took control of the game.
SLUH takes on St. Mary’s at 11 a.m.
on Sunday, April 17. Next Tuesday, SLUH
will square off against one of its toughest
opponents this year, Vianney, 4:30 p.m. at
SLUH.
PHOTO BY DR. RICK KUEBEL

Senior Brett Weber delivers a pitch.

Water Polo blows out MICDS, Chaminade; preps for tough weekend
by Justin Jellinek
reporter

I

n the last few years, MICDS and Chaminade have been two of the biggest rivals
for the Jr. Bills. This week though, the St.
Louis U. High water polo team (14-0) defeated both in landslide victories.
On April 8, the Jr. Bills played what may

have been considered their best performance
of the season thus far against the MICDS
Rams. Junior Sam Erlinger and seniors
Michael Hagerty and John Lewis earned
a three-way player of the game award for
their combined 14 of the 15 SLUH goals
scored in the game and nine assists. Erlinger
once again led the team in goals with seven,
PHOTO BY MR. MATT SCIUTO

Junior defender Pieter Derdeyn controls the ball in a 15-4 win over MICDS.

Lewis had four, and Hagerty notched three.
The offensive end of the pool worked hard
to make smart passes, reading where the
defense was and playing to its weaknesses.
Starting defenders senior Mitch Kramer
and junior Pieter Derdeyn were also extremely successful at the defensive end of the
pool, with the help of senior Nate Burggraf,
in shutting down MICDS’s likely player of
the year candidate, Ted Condie. The three
defensemen had 11 steals in all.
Goalies Jake Chisholm and Sean Sullivan held an opponent to four goals or fewer
for the twelfth time in 14 games this season.
The Jr. Bills dominated at both ends of the
pool, tallying a 15-4 blowout victory.
“The team looks good. They really
played well against MICDS. This weekend
will be the real measuring stick for how well
we are playing,” coach John Penilla said.
On Monday, the Baudbills defeated
another big rival, the Chaminade Red Devils.
Kramer was awarded player of the game for
his eight steals, one goal, and one assist.
Aside from these stats, Kramer did an excellent job making sure that the Devils would
not be able to score on their counterattack.
Kramer, along with Derdeyn, Burggraf, and

juniors Chris Kennedy and Charlie Archer,
played tough defense and helped Chisholm
and Sullivan hold Chaminade to two goals
on 16 shots.
On the offensive end of the pool, Hagerty
and Erlinger once again proved their dominance, and the bench players got the chance
to get some experience, too. The entire team
played at least half the game, and even when
the bench players were in, they still kept the
Red Devils in check and continued to score
offensively. The game was a perfect proof
as to how much depth the water polo team
has.
Junior Justin Ramacciotti said, “Even
though the competition had not been that
strong through the first half of the season,
we are working really hard to keep up the
intensity so we don’t falter later in the season
when it counts.”
The rest of this week, the Jr. Bills will
be playing Oakville, State runner-up Parkway North, and participating in the DeSmet
Invite on Saturday. The games Saturday
should prove to test SLUH, as they could
possibly take on the defending Illinois State
champions, Fenwick.
continued on page 6

Lacrosse splits pair of games

Golf goes 1-2 against MCC

by Donnie
reporter

by Jack Mimlitz

T

Land

he St. Louis U. High (5-5) lacrosse
team fought a tough MICDS team last
Friday, and struggled to put shots past a
skilled MICDS goalie but rebounded with
a clutch victory over Parkway West.
The Rams scored first, but junior Daniel
Tlapek’s goal tied the game with nine seconds
left in the first quarter.
MICDS took control of the game in the
second and third quarters, scoring five goals
to take a 6-1 lead.
With only twelve minutes left, the Laxbills left the huddle ready to turn the game
around. Rotating the ball around successfully
on offense, the Jr. Bills put the heat on the
skilled MICDS goalie, who had made 14
saves already. A minute later, junior attackman Thomas Place duped the Rams goalie,
and put SLUH within four.
Senior midfielder Mac Moore followed
up with a goal to cut the MICDS lead to
three. The Jr. Bills limited the Rams to one
shot for the entire quarter.

Unfortunately, SLUH, even with a late
goal from junior midfielder Michael Leritz,
suffered the loss, 6-4.
With the loss against MICDS still on
their minds, the Jr. Bills jogged onto the
rugged Parkway West Middle school field
Wednesday motivated to make up for their
previous failure with a victory against
Parkway West. Senior midfielder Andrew
Schoessel put SLUH ahead by one after
a successful faceoff by senior midfielder
Michael Griffard to begin the game.
Learning that the bounce-shots on the
rough field were unpredictable, SLUH realized that they had an advantage on offense,
but were at a disadvantage for their own
goalie, sophomore John Lawder.
The game proved exciting with constant
back-and-forth struggle for the ball. On top
of that, there was never a greater lead than
two. The only total control of the ball was
by Griffard, who won 15 of 18 faceoffs.
Despite failing at faceoffs, Parkway West
fought hard on offense, and put it into the
continued on page 6

reporter

A

fter finishing off matches against the
Metro Catholic Conference teams, the
St. Louis U. High varsity golf team turned
right around and did it again.
Last Thursday, the Titleistbills faced
Vianney at Sunset Lakes golf club, affectionately referred to as “Vianney Country
Club.” The weather was not superb and the
course conditions were far from optimal, but
SLUH still managed to pull off a win.
“Today was a rough day in bad conditions, but the team pulled out a win luckily,”
said sophomore Andy Hitch.
Senior Dylan Gardner was low for the
round, shooting 39, while four other members
of the team backed him up with respectable
rounds of 41. With the final score at 245-266,
SLUH came off with their second win for
the season.
Coming off of the golf team’s version of
The Masters played on the par three course
at Tower Tee, Tuesday began the three-day
“Glen Echo Gauntlet” where the Birdiebills

would play Chaminade, DeSmet, and CBC
all in a row. Glen Echo in prior years has
been notorious for its fast greens and thick
rough. Tuesday and Wednesday proved to
be no exception.
The first match was against Chaminade.
The weather was beautiful, but that wasn’t
enough to coax any of SLUH’s players into
the thirties. Junior Matt Schoelch was the Jr.
Bills’ low for the day, shooting 41. SLUH
was hopeful, seeing some of Chaminade’s
players come in with similar problems and
scores, but the Jr. Bills weren’t able to take
the Red Devils down, losing 245-254.
“It was a rough day for both teams, but
we only lost by nine, which is definitely an
improvement,” said Schoelch of the team’s
only loss in the single digits.
The very next day, SLUH went back to
Glen Echo, hopeful that playing the course
two days in a row would give them an
advantage against DeSmet. Senior Dylan
Gardner led the charge with a 39, but the
same problems plagued the Mickelsonbills
continued on page 6
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Volleyball suffers first loss against Tennis quashing all MCC resistance
Two singles players finished quickly,
D
D
Vianney, downs CBC, Marquette
as Marifian rolled over his opponent and
PHOTO BY HAROLD WAYNE

SLUH players jump to block a volley from Marquette.

by John Sachs
reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High volleyball team
(12-1-2) took its first loss last Friday
at Vianney, but made up for the defeat with
two wins against CBC and Marquette.
In keeping with trends from previous
seasons, SLUH’s only loss thus far was
2-0; typically any match that reaches three
games all but guarantees a win for SLUH.
That trend indicates that the only time SLUH
loses is when there is a major disconnect
between the players that proves too much
to overcome.
That’s what happened against Vianney last Friday. The first game was tilted
in Vianney’s favor, a sharp contrast from
the beginning of the season. In general, the
defense was just off; there was confusion
about setting, digging, and everything in
between. Even though they were able to
assemble enough defense to allow seniors

Alex Hughes and Willie Whealen to get a
few kills, the serving was suffering to the
point that they couldn’t capitalize on the
opportunities gained from defense. Vianney
won the first game 25-15, a large deficit for
the No. 25 ESPNrise.com SLUH team.
“It was a rough game,” said senior Elliot
Rhodes.
After SLUH reorganized, the second
game was much closer, but something about
the Jr. Bills’ play was still off. SLUH couldn’t
get it together to pull out the win. Leading
nearly the entire game, Vianney pulled out
the win, 25-22, to hand SLUH its first loss,
2-0.
After a defeat at the hands of Vianney,
the Jr. Bills had to regain their self-esteem
somehow, and there was no better opportunity than a game against CBC.
The Jr. Bills seemed much livelier than
they had seen against Vianney. SLUH got
continued on page 6

by rew ziedzic
core staff

T

he St. Louis U. High tennis team (6-2,
4-0 MCC) has continued to roll over
its opponents, defeating DeSmet, John Burroughs, Vianney, and CBC this past week.
On a sunny afternoon last Friday, SLUH
defeated archrival DeSmet, 6-1.
“Over the last few years, DeSmet has
given us some problems, particularly in the
doubles area. We’ve lost tight matches with
them. Our guys came out aggressive (Friday),
they attacked the points, and they played with
confidence,” said head coach Patrick Zarrick.
“I told the guys after the match, I have not
been collectively as proud of a group as a
tennis coach as I was at that match.”
At No. 1 singles, senior captain Greg
Marifian and, at No. 4 singles, sophomore
superstar David Mayhall crushed their
opponents in matches that finished relatively quickly. Other notables included No.
2 singles player junior Cameron Trachsel
notching his first win of the season and No.
4 singles junior captain Tony Ghazarian winning his match following an intense super
tiebreaker.
Overall, the doubles teams performed
well. While the No. 1 doubles team of juniors Peter Windler and Matei Stefanescu
fell, the other doubles teams dominated. At
No. 2 doubles, juniors Kevin Madden and
Austin Huelsing won. Senior Gil Plitt and
sophomore Michael “The Giant” Essma,
playing No. 3 doubles, won 6-3, 6-0.
“It went really well. We poached a lot.
We played aggressive at the net, which lets
us stop them there,” said Plitt.
The Bandanabills continued their winning streak this past Monday, beating John
Burroughs, 4-3, in a nerve wracking match.
During the match, the score rotated from
Burroughs being up one game to SLUH and
Burroughs being tied. SLUH did not clinch
victory until the last match finished.

Ghazarian unfortunately lost.
The doubles teams had a mixed record
against Burroughs. While the No. 1 doubles
team and the No. 3 doubles team of seniors
Tyler Carron and Alex Childs lost, the No. 2
doubles team of Huelsing and Madden won.
With SLUH down in the overall match
score, the team depended on Trachsel and
Mayhall. With Trachsel clinching his match,
0-6, 7-5, 6-4, the overall match score was
tied 3-3.
“Cameron stayed consistent, he stayed
cool-headed. He played his game,” said
Zarrick. “Cameron has been a different
player. His potential is starting to play out,
and I cannot be more proud of Cameron’s
progression in these last two matches.”
With all depending on Mayhall, he was
sure not to disappoint. Mayhall won the
match, 6-4, 4-6, 7-5, and provided the team
with the necessary win.
“It was a good match, and it was nice
to beat him finally because he has always
beaten me in the past,” said Mayhall.
But Mayhall had to work hard for his
win. After losing his second set, Mayhall
come out with a 5-2 lead in his third set, but
his opponent tied the score at 5-5.
“In the second set, after I lost that, it
threw me off. I wanted to take it in two sets,”
said Mayhall. “But I tried to (keep at him)
in the third set and keep him away from the
net. I noticed he was really good there.”
“It would’ve been easy for David (Mayhall) to tighten up and fold, but he did not. He
rose to the occasion. Playing aggressively, he
was able to coax his opponent to make some
mistakes in the last game,” said Zarrick.
After defeating Burroughs, the Jr. Bills
decided not to rest on their laurels, but
clinched another victory this Tuesday over
Parkway West, 5-2.
continued on page 6

Ultimate rebounds against Priory after tough DeSmet loss last week
by James
reporter

S

Griffard

porting their new dry fit fabric uniforms,
the St. Louis U. High Ultimate team
faced one of its most vigorous weeks yet,
playing three games against its top rivals.
Prior to last week’s competitions, the Jr.
Bills had an undefeated season, going 3-0
against such competitive teams as Francis
Howell Central and Parkway North. Eager
to continue their streak, the Jr. Bills had a
good week of practice leading up to the
weekend.
The Jr. Bills began their weekend Saturday afternoon facing their Jesuit brethren,
DeSmet. The Bills arrived on the field early
Saturday afternoon, hoping to run through
offensive strategy and learn a new zone
defense. After working up a sweat during
drills, the Jr. Bills felt ready to face their top
rival. When the game began, however, the
Bills were startled by the fluidity of DeSmet’s
offense, and let in multiple easy touchdowns
to let DeSmet up 5-0.
“For the past couple weeks we have been
focusing on zone offense and defense, and
they only seemed to play man,” said head
coach Timothy Huether, of the early points
scored by DeSmet.
As the first half continued to play out,
the Jr. Bills had trouble coping with the flow
of their man offense. Although both teams
fought for every point, DeSmet’s defense
made it hard for SLUH to find the end zone.
The Bills scored their first point of the game
with a quick toss from senior Eric Mueth to
Bobby Lux, but surrendered three straight,
ending the half down 8-1.
Although things looked bad for SLUH,
an inspirational speech performed by the
infamous coach and Wash U. scientist Andrew “Redbeard” Schroeder (of “Andrew
Schroeder Day” fame; see Vol. 70, Issue 4)

helped the Jr. Bills begin to relax and play
smarter.
“At the start of the second half we just
calmed down, started executing, and stopped
beating ourselves” remarked junior Danny
Millar.
After scoring the first two points, the
intensity level died down, though, and DeSmet ran away with the game, giving SLUH
a 15-7 loss.
“DeSmet’s a team where we have to
respect their discipline,” said Huether. “We
can beat them, but we have to value the disc
as much as they do.”
But the weekend was not over for the
varsity squad, as the Jr. Bills had to face the
Priory Jeromans, another top ranked team
in Missouri. After the loss to the Spartans,
SLUH came ready to play, aware of Priory’s
top-caliber skill.
“Priory always comes with an athletic
squad, and they are always a tough team to
face,” remarked Huether.
SLUH feared a repeat of Saturday as
the game started with two quick points by
Priory, putting the Bills in an early hole. But
the Jr. Bills remained focused, and battled
hard the entire first half, trailing Priory 8-5.
“We were playing smart disc, but we
were failing at executing,” said Huether
about the first half of the game. “We were
running the correct plays, but let easy turns
get the better of us.”
But the Bills were determined to not
let the Jeromans get the best of them, and
unleashed a defense that they had kept under
wraps, which was designed to shut down the
Jeroman attack.
“We started playing the defense Notre
Dame uses regularly, and it worked well”
said Huether.
The defense seemed to work to perfection, and Priory had trouble recapturing their

PHOTO BY MR. MATT SCIUTO

Senior Etafia Umana lays out to snag a pass against Priory.

offensive rhythm. SLUH used this advantage
to stay on the heels of the Jeromans.
“We played our hardest, out-sprinting
and out-jumping them” said junior Evan
Thornberry about the intensity of the game.
The Bills kept Priory contained, until
time ran down. With the teams tied 11-11,
the next touchdown would determine the
winner of the afternoon. As sweat slid down
the defined bodies of the Jr. Bills, they took
to the field ready to quell any offense Priory
threw at them. After Priory turned the disc
on the endline, the Jr. Bills took to their own
offense. With a final toss from senior Jacob
Born to Thornberry, the Bills emerged the
victors.
The Bills ended their week with a final
game against DeSmet’s JV squad. Remembering their Saturday game, the Jr. Bills were

not willing to let another DeSmet team get
the better of them. After a few back and forth
points between the Jr. Bills and the Spartans,
SLUH began to pull away, finishing the half
up 8-4. The Bills then continued their vengeance by letting up only four more points,
finishing DeSmet’s JV squad 15-8.
“I was really happy about the intensity
level we came out with,” said Huether. “It
was really good to see how far our play has
progressed throughout the games this week.
We are really starting to look like a solid
team.”
After a tough week of three games, the
Ultimatebills have been blessed with two
weekends off and plan to regroup and reflect
on this past weekend, with eyes set on the
State championship just over the horizon.
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Close Call Junior Thomas Place (27, far left) takes the winning shot of the game versus Parkway West with
less than two seconds to go.

Lacrosse splits pair of games
(from 4)
goal, and kept pace with SLUH throughout
the game.
SLUH fell behind by two early in the
fourth quarter, thanks in part to a number of
Jr. Bill penalties.
“John Lawder played a great game in
goal, and Andrew Schoessel played all four
quarters very well,” said Seyer.
As time became tight, Schoessel scored
and SLUH tied the game. “We came out a
little flat in the first and second quarter, but
we picked it back up in the third and fourth
quarter,” said Schoessel.
With a minute left, a man down, and the
ball in Parkway’s stick, the game intensified
as SLUH feared a last-second loss. However,
the defense stayed strong, and the Jr. Billik-

ens were back on offense with 16 seconds
left. Following a timeout with six seconds
left, the whistle blew for the game to resume,
and Place carried the ball from behind the
goal, went around to his right nearly six feet
away from the goal, and twined an underhand
shot for the winner with just one second left.
“Groundballs were the key to this game.
There was a couple minutes in the fourth
quarter where we lost the groundball battle
and ended up losing a couple goals to them.
We started to win the groundball battle, and
possessions get you goals,” said Seyer.
The Jr. Billikens face the talented Ladue
Rams this Saturday at noon at Ladue. This
is Ladue’s first season in Division 1 after a
State championship last year in Division 2.

Tennis quashing all MCC foes
(from 5)
“I definitely think we were feeling a
hangover from the difficult match against
Burroughs the night before,” said Zarrick.
“Outside our No. 1, our guys struggled.
They seemed unfocused and lethargic out
there.” Zarrick mentioned that being down
six matches out of the seven, and then coming
back and winning five of the seven matches
was a stunning accomplishment.
At No. 1 singles, Marifian dispatched his
opponent easily, while Trachsel came back
from a disappointing first set and clinched
an inspiring victory, 1-6, 6-2, 6-3.
The rest of the singles players struggled
to find their groove. No. 3 singles player
Mayhall, playing without his lucky hat, fell,
as did Ghazarian.
Even though the singles players faltered
somewhat, the doubles teams made up lost
ground. All of the victories came through
hardship though, as each doubles match
went into a third set.
The Tennisbills closed out their intense
week of match-playing this past Wednesday
afternoon by defeating another MCC rival,
CBC, 5-2.
At No. 1 singles, Marifian lost in a hard
fought match, 6-4, 6-1, 7-5, to CBC freshman
Alex Pozo.
“It was probably one of the toughest
matches I have played in the sense that I had

nothing go my way. I had no confidence,”
said Marifian. “I was just fighting, trying to
win it. Unfortunately I came up short. The
good thing though is that I will probably get
a rematch against him at MCCs.”
No. 4 singles player Ghazarian also fell
to his CBC opponent.
But the rest of the team balanced the
deficit and claimed the win. Trachsel continued his recent streak of victories by winning
in a tiebreaker. Mayhall also won with the
most uncreative score, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4.
One impressive feat was that the doubles
teams swept all three of their matches two
consecutive matches in a row. At No. 1
doubles, Windler and Stefanescu won, 3-6,
6-1, 7-5, in a slow paced match.
“It was rough because we knew we were
better, but the pace we were playing at did
not allow us to win shots,” said Windler,
mentioning that they won because they began
to play more on their toes.
This Saturday, the Jr. Bills will play
at the MCC tournament. They come into
the tournament in a comfortable position,
beating MCC rivals DeSmet, Chaminade,
Vianney, and CBC in recent matches.
“It’d certainly be nice to finish undefeated in the conference, and we will certainly
go for that,” said Zarrick.

Volleyball

(from 5)
to an early 5-1 lead in the first game before
CBC called a timeout. CBC came back to
tie the game at ten before the two teams
traded points until the score was locked at
17. At that point, SLUH took the helm and
gained a three-point lead before CBC called
a second timeout. The CBC timeout was to
no avail, however, and the Sleighbills won
the first game 25-20.
“The game had a Civil War feel to it.
Luckily, we were the Union,” said senior
Zak Otten.
The second game against CBC started
off just as the first did, with neither team
maintaining substantial lead early. But CBC
took a 17-14 lead, and then a 21-18 lead, so
SLUH called a timeout to reorganize itself.
After the short break, SLUH made up some
ground to trail 22-21, forcing CBC to call
a timeout. SLUH tied the game out of the
break, and then took the lead to make it 2423, prompting another CBC timeout. SLUH
kept focus for the last point and won the
second game, 25-23, and the match, 2-0.
At home on Tuesday, SLUH routed the
Marquette Mustangs a second time this year,
at home on Tuesday. The match started a few
minutes early, and the first game was nearly
over by the time the match was scheduled to
start. After a few point spurts, SLUH won the
first game 25-7. Whenever Marquette could
formulate some defense against SLUH, the
Jr. Bills would just send the ball right back
with even more force.
“Our serving was money,” said senior
Zak Robben.
The Jr. Bills relaxed their grip on the
match slightly during the second game, but
even that wouldn’t save Marquette. SLUH
won the second game 25-12 and the match
2-0, bringing their overall record to 12-1-2.
Next, the volleyball team will play in
the Parkway Central Varsity tournament this
Saturday.

Water Polo

(from 4)
“If all the cards fall the right way, and
we end up playing Fenwick on Saturday,
it could very possibly be one of the best
games of the season so far. The whole team
is looking forward to it,” said Kramer.

Golf

(from 4)
and they were only able to better their team
score by one, losing to the Spartans 230-253.
“We have three matches at Glen Echo
this week,” remarked sophomore Drew
Brunts, “and I feel like we can get a win if
we hit some good shots this week.”
Yesterday SLUH played again at Glen
Echo, against CBC, whom they lost to
two weeks ago. Their next match is in the
Mehlville Tournament this Saturday at 8 a.m.

PHOTO BY HAROLD WAYNE

More on the Web:

Underclassman Sports
Check the Prep News website for scores and
game recaps of SLUH’s JV, B and C sports.
sluh.org/prepnews/ucsports
Signing Day Two seniors committed this past Wednesday in the Spring edition of signing day. Brian Bement signed for Loyola University-Chicago and Espen Conley signed for the University of Missouri-Columbia.
The event took place in the Danis Field House, and the two, along with friends and family, celebrated with cake
and ice cream afterward.
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TRACK

Charlie Beck Invitational
1) Hazelwood Central		
90
2) Lafayette			
73
3) Ritenour			
71
4) McCluer North		
68
5) SLUH			
53.5
The Saint Louis U. High track team has
lost some of its early momentum, placing
fifth in the University City’s Charlie Beck
Invitational last Saturday. Key athletes
not competing due to bad grades or being
removed from the team really hurt the Jr.
Bills as they struggled to place in the top
three in most of the events. The squad had
some success with first place finishes in the
4 x 800, thanks to seniors Tim Rackers, Joe
Meier, Dan Raterman, and freshman John
Esswein the Jr. Bills earned a time of 8:08.40.
The Jr. Bills had success in the pole vault as
junior Christian Lukas vaulted an incredible
12-06. Despite the effort, the Jr. Bills also
still only finished fifth. The team looks to
rebound next weekend at the All-Catholic
meet and the Rockwood Invitational.
—Evan Becton

RUGBY
Saturday, April 9
Priory
14
0—14
SLUH		
10
14—24
First Half
SLUH—Bentz try (Hermann kick)
SLUH—Hermann penalty kick
Priory—try (kick good)
Priory—try (kick good)
Second Half
SLUH—Ludwig try (Herrmann kick)
SLUH—Kinsella try (Herrmann kick)
The varsity rugby squad took on Priory
in a District game last Saturday afternoon.
They set the tone early, quickly getting a try
and a penalty kick. When it seemed like the
Bills were going to run away with the game,
the Bills lightened up, and Priory capitalized
on the Bills’ lack of intensity, first getting
a try and then another just before the half
ended.
After a wake up call from their coaches,
the Jr. Bills came out with much more intensity in the second half, talking the lead on
senior Steve Ludwig’s try. The Bills never
looked back, as junior Jake Kinsella had a
great play at the end of the game, breaking
through two Priory players and the line and
running all the way downfield for a gamesealing try.
—Jusin Sinay

INLINE

Apr. 9, 2011

1st 2nd Final
SLUH
5 5 10
Francis Howell N. 1 2 3

Goals
SLUH: C. Berger (2), Meehan (3), Warneke
(3), Sansone (2)
FHN: Pingleton (2), Mudd
Goaltending
SLUH: Ragland, 15 saves (.833)
FHN: Osbourne, 26 saves (.722)
With another crucial win bringing them
to a 7-1-0 record, the Inline team is tied for
second in the Varsity Tier 2 division and
is looking toward a bright playoff future.
Absent from the playoffs for the past two
seasons, the club is ravenous to bring its
reputation back. One of the keys to the team’s
success has been its discipline in games
against weak opponents. With the third least
amount of penalty minutes in their division,
the Jr. Bills have found themselves scoring
numerous power play goals. In the game
versus Francis Howell North, SLUH took
two penalties while FHN took six, leading
to three power play goals for the Jr. Bills.
The Inlinebills’ next opponent is Pattonville
on Saturday night, 7 p.m., at the Wheel.
—Matt Geisman
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Dauphin Players debut one-acts, improv this weekend
(from 1)
will display the timelessness of the satirical
elements present in the play.
“We will in no way evoke Reagan in
an effort to show that the issues which were
relevant then are cross-generational and still
currently relevant,” said fine arts teacher and
director Paul Pagano.
The play will also be directed by firsttime director junior Christian Probst, who has
starred in several other SLUH productions.
A bonus for this play is that the writer,
Coen, has made himself available for the
actors, which has allowed the group to stay
as close as possible to his original intentions.
The next act will feature the improvisational style of the “Whose Line is it
Anyway?” club, led by senior Brad Pitlyk.
The club will perform each night, but each
show will be completely different. Not only
will the subject matter of the performances
change from night to night, but the cast itself
will vary by performance and feature a wide

variety of SLUH students.
“There is absolutely no script. It depends
a lot on how the audience gets involved, but
we also have something planned to get the
audience involved literally,” said Brad Pitly
k.
“Simply in an effort to police the content
and keep it clean, we have certain prompts
that we are going to work with. However,
most of it is just going to come off the top
of the head. Some of it will be similar to
Senior Follies in the sense that there’ll be
some poking fun at the SLUH facutly,” said
club member senior Justin Ragland.
The third and final act will be Iron
Tommy. The show will be directed by Pagano,
but will also be co-directed by another firsttime director, and a fixture of past SLUH
shows, junior Jordan Bollwerk.
“It is very interesting being on the other
side of the process for the first time. I had
to see everything from both sides, the actor

Freshman service plans
(from 1)

about it in theology classes,” said Linhares.
The current plan isn’t a response to any
recent decline in the number of students
participating in community service, according to Ehlman, but rather is a response to a
broader desire for change. The number of
students participating in voluntary service
is actually up from last year, according to
CSP co-coordinator Simonie Bieber. Ten to
15 percent of the student body participates
in voluntary service, depending on the time
of the year.
Campus Ministry unveiled the current
service proposal to members of the faculty
during an in-service day on Jan. 14. According to Bieber, the faculty was very supportive of the program. Since then, faculty
members have signed up for potential dates
to accompany service groups.
Senior advisors may also play a role in
the program, but the idea has not been fully
explored.
Incoming freshmen will receive an
informative packet in the mail this summer
that will tell them their assigned two days
of service. In the future, information about
the Freshmen Service Program will be sent
home with the rest of their introductory information. Freshmen will also receive more
information during their orientation day in
August.
As of now, there is no plan in place for
what would happen if a freshman misses
his day of service, but Bieber says that such
a plan will be in place by the beginning of
next school year.
According to Bieber, the Campus
Ministry department decided that a feeding
shelter and an assisted living facility would
be that best introduction to service because
they would get students “out of their comfort
zones.”
Campus Ministry also considered tutoring as one of the service opportunities, but
decided not to pursue it, because tutoring
works best when the same student tutors
from week to week, according to Ehlman,

who also moderates a CSP tutoring program.
“I think that a lot of students are really
drawn to working with kids. So a goal of
ours is to introduce them to other segments
of the community first,” said Bieber.
According to Ehlman, increasing voluntary service had been an idea discussed
around the Campus Ministry department for
a long time, but they began to seriously talk
about it a year and a half ago. The first step of
the process was to talk to current moderators
of CSP programs on how to increase voluntary service. They then compared SLUH to
other Jesuit high schools and other schools
in the area in order to learn something from
them. Finally, they developed three different proposals that would increase voluntary
service before selecting the plan that would
become the Freshman Service Program.
“It seemed that a very organized process
like this would be better for SLUH than
something like ‘just make sure you do 20
hours of service’ because service means a
lot of different things to a lot of different
people,” said Bieber.
Student reactions to the proposal have
varied, though no current students will be
affected.
“What would be really great is if freshmen would just serve without being prompted
to,” said freshman Gabe Miller. “But I guess
that’s not really plausible. … I think it would
generally be a good thing to do.”
“I don’t think it’s a good idea because
freshmen should have the choice to do the
right thing and not have it forced upon them,”
said sophomore John Kissel.
“If I was forced to do service, I would
have that negative attitude about it,” said
junior Stephen Nelson. “Maybe that would
take away from the real experience of service.”
“I think it’s good because it gets you
involved in the community, and you may
find that you really like doing service,” said
freshman Josh Keil.

Final ACSA meeting held Monday
(from 2)
handle their workload alone and refuse to
ask for help.
“I’m a SLUH boy, and I should be able
to figure this out myself,” she said, echoing
a perceived underclassmen mentality. She
suggested that perhaps the school set up
a permanent mentoring program to help
students learn study skills.
Brennan, National Honor Society tutoring chair, explained that the organization had
tried walk-in tutoring sessions available to all
students but got little response and dropped

the program.
Senior Gino Perrini argued that students
could relieve a great deal of stress by simply
talking to and developing relationships with
their teachers. When a student has a more
personal relationship with his teacher, he
explained, he is more comfortable asking
for help and “it’s leaps and bounds easier
to want to do the work.”
Much of the group agreed with Perrini,
and after a few more comments the final
ACSA meeting of the year came to a close.
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and the director,” said Bollwerk.
The show’s main character, Tommy, is
a tough, closed-off Italian-American who
loses his lucrative job on Wall Street and is
left unemployed and destitute. His girlfriend
pushes him to attend an all-male, emotional
self-help group as he is unable to control
his emotions and treat his girlfriend in an
acceptable manner.
“Basically, his girlfriend is sick of his
inability to express his emotions, and she
says, ‘This is what you have to do, or you
are going to get dumped,’” said senior Zach
Harwood, who plays Tommy. “So, Tommy
is really angry about this. My character can
really only express himself in a sexual or
aggressive manner, which is why she sends
him to therapy.”
The three one-act performances feature
only one female character, Irene, played
by Whitfield High School senior Madison
Johnson, while the rest of the performers are

SLUH students.
“Over Christmas break, (Mr. Pagano
and I) were looking over a bunch of one act
plays, and we tried to pick shows that were
very male-heavy so that we could focus on
getting a lot of SLUH students involved in
the productions,” said Probst.
“When I was looking to select plays, I
read through dozens and dozens of one acts.
I first looked at plays which are interesting to
me, then plays which I thought were interesting to other students, and last but certainly
not least plays which were funny,” said
Pagano. “The boys are having a great time
exploring the characters and understanding
the emotional stretch involved in being an
actor.”
The play takes place this weekend, opening on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the F. Joseph
Schulte Theater. Additional performances
are Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at
2:00 p.m.

(from 1)
Paul Matecki, ’74, and his wife Kathleen
promised to donate $25,000 if the Funda-Need raised as much. Unlike the rest of
Cashbah, Fund-A-Need is only made up of
tax-direct donations form attendees. In the
past, Fund-A-Need proceeds went directly
into the scholarship fund, but this year the
Cashbah Co-Chairs decided that all money
raised should go toward developing the
Commons, most likely furnishing the lounge
spaces in it.
           “We felt that if we had a specific cause,
(people would donate more because) they
would know where their money is going,”
said Cashbah co-chair Melissa Jedlicka.
Over 350 members of the SLUH community volunteered at Cashbah, a testament
to the intense planning and dedication that
goes into making Cashbah a reality, according to Cashbah co-chair Lisa Jellinek.
Members of the National Honor Society were
required to work, and many other students

and teachers volunteered in various capacities, ranging from spotting on the auction
floor to cleaning dishes.
“(The student volunteers) were wonderful,” said Jellinek. “They represented SLUH
well.”
Regardless of what the final net profit
ends up being, Laughlin said he considers
this year’s Cashbah a success.
“Every year, it’s the goal that (Cashbah)
raises money to support SLUH,” said Laughlin. “I don’t look at past years to measure
success.”
According to Laughlin, Jellinek and
Jedlicka did “an unbelievable job.” He
credited Cashbah’s success to the dedication and donation of the co-chairs and other
volunteers, as well as to those that donated.
“What we had, we sold well,” said
Jedlicka. “(The donors) were very generous.”
 	 A final tally on expenses will arrive in
the coming months.

(from 1)
in their schedules and their lives.
Moran also gave a speech which emphasized that the accomplishments of the
inductees were due to both their own efforts
and the push from their classmates and teammates.
According to Chott, NHS decided to
move the ceremony to the spring to reduce
the time between members finding out they
were accepted in March and formally being
inducted in November—a span of over seven
months. In addition, NHS wanted to eliminate its practice of allowing some students
to turn in application forms early in the fall
in addition to the normal spring deadline,
which Chott said confused many students.
“The service was really just for the
previous school year,” said Chott. “Some
students felt like they got an extension on
the service, and that wasn’t so.”
While many of the newly-inducted
members didn’t notice the change, they
agreed that it could be beneficial.
“If they do it in the spring, I guess it
gets us to think (about service) during the
summer: ‘What I can do?’ and ‘What options do I have?’” said junior inductee Kevin

Madden.
“(The change) gives (inductees) an
opportunity to get their service hours done
during the summer,” said outgoing senior
Tutoring Chair Will Brennan. “That’s a
problem we run into a lot, people get their
hours done during the summer … and then
(they) forget to get the form signed.”
One other change to the ceremony was
that it was held in the Commons instead of
the theater.
“I really like it in the Commons,” said
Chott. “It’s brighter. It’s a different feel
compared to the theater…there seems to
be more involvement between the people
on the stage and the audience.”
“Having it in the Commons was more
conducive to the flow of the ceremony,”
agreed Brennan.
Chott said that eliminating the November ceremony could also make NHS’s
schedule more flexible in the fall, potentially
making room for new activities.
“Now we’ve got the fall open, and maybe
we’ll have more time to do other types of
activities,” said Chott. “I’m excited about
that.”

Cashbah nets $568,000

NHS inducts new members

Mr. Hayward goes to Washington

Senior Logan Hayward will be representing St. Louis U. High in the National
History Bee in Washington, D.C. Hayward
departs for the capital today, and the
competition is on Sunday. Hayward will
compete against contestants from all over
the country in eight preliminary rounds.
These rounds will alternate between world
history and American history topics. The
top scorers move on to the final round.
According to the organization’s
website, the National History Bee aims

to promote an understanding of history
as “not just a morass of names and dates,
but a key to understanding every human
endeavor, from the battlefield to the baseball field, from the political arena to the
photography studio, from sacred places to
the science lab.” Contestantswill answer
“pyramid-based” questions, meaning that
the questions contain clues decreasing in
difficulty, so that the contestant that knows
the most about the subject buzzes in first.
Look for a full article in two weeks.
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Juniors
Geoffrey Behr
Thomas Behr
James Boeckmann
John Bromell
Juan Pablo de Legarreta
Connor Edler
Joseph Esswein
John Evans
Gerard Gayou
Trent Lulow
Kevin Madden
Cormick Moloney
Christopher Pardo
Gregory Patton
Nicholas Sykora
Joseph Szatkowski
Erich Wassilak
Sophomores
Joseph Archer
David Arredondo
Samuel Bahlinger
Brendan Bement
Joshua Bergman
Kevin Brennan
Anthony Bright
Drew Brunts
Aaron Buettner
Sean Campbell
Ryan Caselton
Samuel Chott
Brendan Clark
Matthew Clohisy
Kieran Connolly
Christopher Connor
Brian Curran
Joseph Essig
Christopher Favier
Joseph Fisher
Andrew Garcia
Blake Gibson
Jordan Gibson
Travis Golick
Joseph Grady
Alexander Greubel
Alexander Groesch
Coleman Guignon
Christopher Gys
Lucas Hernandez
Matthew Hinkebein
Andrew Hitch
Zachary Hoffmann
John Hovater

Paul Huether
Peter Hummel
Ryan Hurston
Benjamin Hutchison
Justin Jellinek
August John
Nicholas Keeven
Ryan Kennedy
John Kissel
Charlie Kretschmer
Dominic LaMantia
Thomas Laughlin
John Lawder
Nathan Mackey
Alexander Mackin
Luke Mammen
Kyle Martino
Alexander Martinosky
Richard Mayer
Elliot McCandless
Scott McCartney
Benjamin McCoy
Mark Messmer
Michael Michler
Joseph Moran
Patrick Mulligan
Andrew Nguyen
Joel Ocampo
Adam Patton
Matthew Raeber
Matthew Rechtien
James Riley
Andrew Robinson
Joseph Rund
Matthew Scherrer
Jack Schultz
Justin Seaton
Mitchell Shaw
Paul Spezia
Brian Suhre
Scott Szewczyk
Alexander Tarter
Kurt Thiemann
Ryan Trenter
Kyle Vogt
Jack Walsh
Joseph Walsh
Nicholas Walters
Kenneth Warner
John Webb
Paul Winkelmann
John Woeltje
Andrew Zeiss

AP

AP Pre-Administration
Freshman Class Mass
Snack—Mozzarella Sticks
4pm
V Rugby @ CBC
V/JV Tennis @ McCluer North
4:30pm C Baseball @ DeSmet
C Lacrosse @ Lafayette
5:25pm V Water Polo @ Parkway North
7:30pm Dauphin Players Production
Lunch Cheese Ravioli
Healthy—Manicotti

Faculty Day of Service
7:30am V/JV Golf—MCC Tournament
12pm
V Baseball vs. DuBourg @ SLUH Tournament
2pm
C Baseball vs. Vianney
4pm
V Rugby @ Parkway
4:30pm V Lacrosse vs. O’Fallon
Good Friday

Saturday, April 23

9am
V Track @ Ladue Invitational
10am V Baseball vs. McCluer North
11am
V Inline vs. Vianney
1pm
V Baseball vs. Jerseyville
6pm
JV Inline vs. Vianney
Sunday, April 24
Easter

V Volleyball @ Parkway Tournament
V Water Polo @ DeSmet Invitational
8:30am V Tennis @ MCC Tournament
9am
V Track @ Rockwood Invitational
11am
V Baseball vs. St. Mary’s
12pm
V Lacrosse @ Ladue
7pm
V Inline vs. Pattonville
7:30pm Dauphin Players Production

Monday, April 25

No Classes

Tuesday, April 26

Schedule R

1pm
3pm
4pm
4:30pm
5:30pm

Sunday, April 17

Schedule R AP

Monday, April 18

No Classes

Friday, April 22

Saturday, April 16

Junior Kairos
10am C Inline vs. Northwest
12pm
All-Metro College Fair
2pm
Dauphin Players Production

No Classes

Schedule R Thursday, April 21

Friday, April 15

National Honor
Society Inductees

April 15, 2011

C Baseball @ Farmington
C Baseball
V/JV Tennis @ Whitfield
JV Volleyball @ Parkway Central
V Volleyball vs. Parkway Central

Rosary
Wellness Club—Fuel for Performance
Snack—??
V Track @ Vianney Relays
B Baseball @ CBC
JV Inline vs. Rockwood Summit
V Inline vs. Seckman
??
Special—??

Junior Kairos
8am
V Golf—The Webster Cup
AP
Snack—Tater Tots
4pm
JV Volleyball vs. St. Mary’s
4:15pm C Baseball vs. Borgia
5pm
V Volleyball vs. St. Mary’s
Lunch Bosco Pizza
Healthy—Seasoned Chicken Filet on Wheat Bun

4pm
4:30pm
7pm
9pm
Lunch

Junior Kairos
AP
Rosary
College Rep: College of the Holy Cross (M112)
Snack—Pepperoni Boscos
4:30pm V Baseball vs. Vianney
6pm
President’s Reception
Lunch Chicken Strips
Healthy—Pulled Pork on Wheat Bun

V Golf—District Tournament
AP
Freshman/Sophomore Awards Ceremony
11am
Mix-it-up Lunch
4pm
V Tennis @ Parkway Central
JV Tennis @ Parkway Central
4:15pm C Baseball vs. CBC
6pm
C Inline vs. Oakville
Cornerstone Society Dinner

Tuesday, April 19

Wednesday, April 27
Schedule R
Schedule R Formal Attire for Freshmen and Sophomores

Wednesday, April 20

Schedule R

Junior Kairos
8am
Mother’s Club Adoration
AP
Snack—Pretzel Braids
3:30pm V Golf vs. Westminster
4pm
JV Track @ Webster Invitational
4:30pm V Baseball vs. Belleville West
5pm
JV Volleyball vs. Vianney
6pm
V Volleyball vs. Vianney
6:30pm V Lacrosse vs. Lafayette
7:30pm V Inline vs. Northwest
Lunch Redi Ribs
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan

Formal Attire for Juniors
V Water Polo @ Lindbergh Tournament
V Golf—District Tournament
Mother’s Club Appreciation Lunch—Women
AP
Junior Awards Ceremony
Senior Class Mass

Friday, April 29

—Compiled by Jack Godar and Matt Cooley

Painting in the Park

PHOTO BY MS. JOAN BUGNITZ

Schedule R

Thursday, April 28

Mass Schedule

Formal Attire
C Lacrosse @ CBC Freshman Tournament
JV Water Polo @ Ladue Invitational
V Golf—District Tournament
4pm
V/JV Tennis @ Parkway South
4:30pm JV Lacrosse @ John Burroughs
C Baseball vs. Chaminade

a challenge to stuco
The Prep News Seven challenges an equal number of players from STUCO to a game of BASH-BALL on the lawn for the renewal of the
William Hartzler Cup. The Prep News currently retains the trophy in
our ivory tower in honor of our 3-2 penalties victory in September 2009
and wishes to prove once again the athletic prowess of its members in
a continuation of the series. The Prep News expects to see McCoy and
the Boys—the Italian, Johnny T, and Phil—on the green 29 April in the
Year of our Lord Twenty thousand eleven at 9:40 a.m.

Napoleon Bonaparte
Quote of the Week
The SLUH watercolor class took advantage of block day to go on a field trip
to Tower Grove Park. Fine arts teacher Joan Bugnitz took her class to the
park Wednesday morning to paint among the ruins, the tulips, and several
geese. Watercolor is a medium that lends itself to rapid on-the-spot painting
and portability, making it ideal for travel and field trips. Above, (from left)
junior Greg Fister and seniors Bobby Kaye and Raymund Foronda paint near
the shore of the pond.

“Four hostile newspapers are more to
be feared than a thousand bayonets”
-Napoleon Bonaparte

